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It’s 1986, and what should have been the greatest summer of Nate Bradford’s life goes sour when his parents
suddenly divorce. Now, instead of spending his senior year in his hometown of Austin, Texas, he’s living
with his father in Warren, Wyoming, population 2,833 (and Nate thinks that might be a generous estimate).
There’s no swimming pool, no tennis team, no mall—not even any MTV. The entire school’s smaller than
his graduating class back home, and in a town where the top teen pastimes are sex and drugs, Nate just
doesn’t fit in.

Then Nate meets Cody Lawrence. Cody’s dirt-poor, from a broken family, and definitely lives on the wrong
side of the tracks. Nate’s dad says Cody’s bad news. The other kids say he’s trash. But Nate knows Cody’s a
good kid who’s been dealt a lousy hand. In fact, he’s beginning to think his feelings for Cody go beyond
friendship.

Admitting he might be gay is hard enough, but between small-town prejudices and the growing AIDS
epidemic dominating the headlines, a town like Warren, Wyoming, is no place for two young men to fall in
love.
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From reader reviews:

Nathan Wilson:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information presently can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
when those information which is in the former life are challenging be find than now is taking seriously which
one is suitable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource then you
get it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities will not
happen inside you if you take Trailer Trash as your daily resource information.

Claudia Kelley:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside having friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by reading a book. Ugh,
think reading a book can actually hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It alright you can
have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Trailer Trash which is keeping the
e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's observe.

Kathy Norvell:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Trailer Trash was colourful and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Trailer Trash has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and feel that you are the
character on there. Therefore , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy,
fun and relax. Try to choose the best book for yourself and try to like reading in which.

Kari Hughes:

A lot of reserve has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by world wide web on social
media. You can choose the most effective book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever through
searching from it. It is named of book Trailer Trash. Contain your knowledge by it. Without making the
printed book, it can add your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most significant that, you must
aware about guide. It can bring you from one spot to other place.
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